
TUK TUK MONTENEGRO
Eco-Friendly Tours

Discover the magnificient Montenegrin coast 
riding in entertaining, eco-friendly, fully 

electric tuk tuk vehicles.



Embark a joyful tuk-tuk ride in one of the world’s most stunning places,
Boka bay in Montenegro. Star�ng from the UNESCO protected Kotor
Old town, several stops along the way will allow you to capture the hidden
beau�es of the bay, while being introduced to its rich history by your guide. 
Meet the modern aspect of the area too as you stop in posh yacht 
marina-village Porto Montenegro in Tivat. The route on your way back to 
Kotor opens another amazing angle to view Boka as you ride over and 
down mount Vrmac.

ECO TUK BOKA BAY RIDE

MAGICAL SUNSET TOUR

Experience a beau�ful sunset and picnic with your family or your special
someone, overlooking the magical Kotor bay and enjoy as the day fades 
away. Climb a panoramic road up the mountain, discovering natural 
beau�es as you reach the village of Mirac, where a roman�c picnic setup 
waits for you to enjoy on a gorgeous viewpoint. Picnic is served with 
delicious  organic products from the family farm nearby. 



A TASTE OF BOKA BAY

Spend a memorable evening with us in Boka bay, as you indulge your
senses with its charming ambience. A�er Kotor Old town walking tour, hop 
on the tuk for enjoyable sunset coastal ride through medieval villages in the 
foot of Vrmac mountain,  heading to tradi�onal ‘konoba’ tavern ‘’Bokeški 
Guš�'' in  Prčanj, where you will be treated with fantas�c local sea food 
special�es and domes�c wine, while enjoying the sounds of waves and well 
known tavern hospitality .

CREATE YOUR ADVENTURE
Why se�le for a tour that is merely the “closest match” to what you really 
want to do, when we can provide you with a tour that is designed to your 
specifica�ons? If you have a special interest that you would like to 
emphasize: culture, gastronomy, panoramic roads, villages etc. we will be 
happy to design a tour for you. You can hire a tuk tuk for a couple of hours 
or all day, ge�ng a driver with preferred language spoken. Tell us your 
wishes and preferences and we will do our best to meet your expecta-
�ons and to make your experience a memorable one.



www.tuktukmontenegro.com

Tuk Tuk Montenegro is brand of Montenegro Des�na�ons,  travel 
agency with experience in organising tours throughout  Montenegro.

Our tuk tuk opera�on is exclusive and unique offer in Montenegro. 
Tuk tuk is an open, three-wheeled vehicle of eye-catching design, 
originated from Thailand, and now is popular worldwide. It’s a great 
way to experience and feel the des�na�on, traveling slowly and 
silently, being in the open and absorbing the views, sounds and smells 
from the outside. 

We invite you to join us for one of our entertaining, eco-friendly tour 
and discover the gem of Kotor bay from different and unique
perspec�ve!

+382 69 255 022 
+382 69 559 448  

info@tuktukmontenegro.com Kotor Port, Kotor
Donja Lastva, Tivat


